
 

DRESSAGE CLUB OF SA  
 

TINY TOTS DRESSAGE TEST 1 

  
Arena Size 30m x 20m (utilising half a 60m x 20m) Test Time 5:00 Minutes (from entry at X to final halt) Suggested 

Draw Time 8:00 Minutes Purpose: To introduce the rider to the sport of dressage. To show understanding of riding 

the horse forward with balance and control from rider.  Instructions: To be ridden in an ordinary snaffle. If on lead:  

Mount to be led with lead rein or from halter. 

    
Horse                Rider             

  

Event               Division:  TINY TOTS 

  
TEST  DIRECTIVE IDEAS  Judge’s 

Mark  
REMARKS  

1.   

X  
G  
 

Enter in walk   
Halt – immobility - Salute 

proceed at walk   
 

Straightness on centreline; rider’s aids to 
halt; rider’s aids to walk      

 C Track left Control through turn; maintenance of walk   

2.   H  Working trot  Control through turn; transition to trot       
3.   S Trot a 15m circle left Quality of aids; rider's balance at trot       

4.   Before 

E 
Walk  Quality of transition;  riders balance in 

walk      

5.   

BH On the 
diagonal 
walk 

allowing 
the horse 
to stretch  

Riders ability to allow the horse to stretch 

forward and downward while maintaining 
the walk on a diagonal line 

    

6.   H  Track right  Control through turn; maintenance of walk       

7.   C Halt - proceed at walk  Balance in halt transition ; immobility 
    

8.  M Working 
trot Control through turn; transition to trot       

9.  R  Trot a 15m circle right  Quality of aids; rider's balance at trot      

10.  Before 
B  

Walk  Quality of transition;  riders balance in 
walk     

11.  X  Down the centreline Straightness on centreline 
    

12. G 
Halt – immobility - Salute   
Leave the arena at X in a walk 

Balance in halt transition ; immobility   

COLLECTIVE MARKS  Mark  Co-efficient      
Riders position, seat, correctness  and 
effectiveness of the aids    X2      

Harmony between rider and mount   X2      
Course Errors (cumulative):  TOTAL MARKS (170)      

  

  

  

1st = -2  
2nd = -4 (= -6)  

3rd = Elimination  
MINUS ERRORS  

  

Judges Name:  FINAL MARKS    

Judges Signature:  PERCENTAGE  

  



 


